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Department s tores  need to work harder to combat the Amazon problem. Image credit: Bloomingdale's

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Hoping to combat problems caused by digital retail giant Amazon, department stores are now looking to paid search
to increase visibility, according to L2.

According to a new report from L2, department stores see positive results from organic search visibility but are
lagging behind major beauty leaders and cosmetic brands. Cosmetic brands are leaning more towards specialty
retailers instead of department stores, which is why the search visibility is a problem.

"Department stores are investing aggressively in paid search strategies to remain visible as the sector faces
increased pressure from Amazon and fast growing pure plays," said Griffin Carlborg, research associate at L2.

Department store insight
Amazon, Wayfair and Overstock.com are still dominating the home and garden industry with department stores
failing to invest properly.

Since 1999, department stores have lost roughly $75 billion due to the disruption of Amazon. Trendier brands are
also leading organic search ahead of well-known department stores.
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For instance, JCPenney previously held the spot as the top apparel searches in US search terms. However, Asos has
now surpassed the department store, with not much of the brand's sales coming from JCPenney.

In-store pickup is also continuing to push forward with 78 percent of consumers expecting to adopt the technology
by 2020. Asia and Europe are seeing adoption rates of almost 80 percent, as these regions focused on in-store
pickup early on.

In 2016, only 25 percent of U.S. shoppers used in-store pickup, but half of them were first-time users, which means its
popularity is rising.

Department stores can use in-store pickup to offset their ongoing problems.

Additional insight
Department stores are in a tough spot, continuing to struggle with attracting new customers in a world that is heavily
slanted toward ecommerce.

This is particularly true for high-end department stores that are facing issues with underperformance in
implementing in-store digital tools and competition from online and direct-to-consumer sales from brands. This
data comes from L2's Department Stores 2017 Report, which also ranked Macy's the number one department store in
terms of innovation, edging out last year's number one Nordstrom (see more).

Research is showing that Gen Z and millennials are uninterested in shopping at luxury department stores, a trend
that will become increasingly problematic for high-end retailers as the demographic ages.

Crowdsourcing savings platform Dealspotr released a survey on generations and their shopping habits, which
showed luxury department stores becoming increasingly unpopular amongst all age groups. However, Nordstrom
remains a strong retailer with Generation X- and baby boomer-aged consumers (see more).

"To achieve top visibility on shoe terms (e.g. "heels") Macy's, Nordstrom, and Zappos allocate spend towards more
than half of the terms for which they appear organically," Mr. Carlborg said.
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